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One year of AI4Media
Main Achievements
The first year of the AI4media project has been successfully completed in
August 2021, delivering important outcomes as we work to achieve our
main objectives: delivering the next generation of core AI advances for
the Media sector, enhancing AI training, and reimagining AI as a crucial
beneficial enabling technology in the service of Society, Democracy
and Media.

Our main achievements during
this year can be summarised
as follows:
•

Novel research tools & methodologies have been developed in four
core AI areas: a) new learning paradigms and distributed AI, b)
trustworthy (explainable, robust, privacy-preserving, fair) AI, c) multimedia
content creation and analysis, and d) AI in the service of citizens and
society (disinformation detection, fair recommendation systems, political
debate analysis, effects of content sharing in real-life, etc.). Our research
has already resulted in more than 70 publications in prestigious venues,
open access software in GitHub, and 4 new open datasets;

•

The user requirements for the seven AI4Media use cases have been
identified through an intense co-creation process that involved strong
collaboration between AI researchers & media industry partners. This
process resulted in an impressive mapping of AI4Media use cases and
media industry’s AI requirements across the whole media value chain.

•

A detailed overview and analysis of AI policy and regulatory
initiatives on EU level has been delivered as a first step for the
establishment of the Media AI Observatory. The analysis covers a wide
variety of policy initiatives, including political, ethics & trust, IPR, safety &
liability, and AI-specific, while it also examines regulatory initiatives like
the AI package, DSA, DMA, DGA, and Data Act. In every case, the impact
of these initiatives on the media sector has been explored;

•

The International AI Doctoral Academy (AIDA) has been successfully
established with the support of its 53 founding members, including leading
European universities, research centres and industry. Offering three distinct
curricula (AI core, AI & Media, AI & Society) and a variety of AI courses, AIDA
is already becoming a reference point on AI PhD-level education in Europe;

•

A close collaboration with the AI4EU platform has already been
established, aiming to enrich the platform with new AI4Media
resources;

•

The first AI4Media open call for equity-free funding of new research
and applications for AI & Media has been launched on September 1st,
2021. 10 projects will be selected and will be funded with 50K euros
each, after an evaluation process;

•

We have successfully organised a series of theme-based public
workshops that cover different aspects of AI, aiming to disseminate the
project’s research outcomes but also to allow fruitful discussion among
peers and experts on hot AI topics. In addition, we joined forces with
ELISE to co-organise an AI Mellontology e-symposium in the context of
AIDA to debate interesting AI society/industry/economy topics. All
recordings are available on AI4Media’s and AIDA’s YouTube channels.

During the next period we will focus on the development of the first version of the
use case demonstrators and the integration of new AI features in them; the
development of new AI technologies for media and society; the establishment of
the European AI Media Observatory; the expansion of AIDA with new members,
new AI courses and new educational activities; the mobility of young AI
researchers in the context of our Junior Fellows Exchange Program; the
implementation of the first 10 open call research & application projects and the
launch of a 2nd Open Call!

Follow us on the rest of this 4-year
journey to explore the opportunities
offered by AI for the Media Sector and
co-shape the European AI agenda!
Ioannis Kompatsiaris & Filareti
Tsalakanidou
(Centre for Research and
Technology Hellas - CERTH)

The use of AI in the media sector: policy and
legislative developments at the EU level
Author: Lidia Dutkiewicz, Legal researcher (Center for
IT & IP Law (CiTiP), KU Leuven)
During the past year, the European Commission (EC) proposed a comprehensive
package of regulatory measures that address problems posed by the
development and use of AI and digital platforms. These include the AI Package,
the Digital Services Act and the Digital Markets Act, as well as the Data
Governance Act and the forthcoming Data Act. In particular the Artificial
Intelligence Act (AI Act) presented by the EC in April 2021 represents a key
milestone on defining the European approach to AI.
In a first of its kind legislative proposal, the EC aims to set a global standard of
how to address the risks generated by specific uses of AI through a set of
proportionate and flexible legal rules. The key question is how will these
legislative proposals affect the use of AI in the media sector?

read more

Building trust in Artificial Intelligence AI4Media’s contribution to an ethical AI
Author: Killian Levacher, Researcher (IBM Research Europe – Dublin)
One of the research domains where AI4Media has focused on is the critical
infrastructure necessary for the inclusion of AI tools within our society by
investigating the various dimensions of Trusted AI. During the first year of the
project, our activities have already successfully provided various research
contributions in areas such as AI Robustness, AI Fairness, Explainable AI and
AI Privacy.
This work has also led to the publication of 6 papers in prestigious AI
conferences, and the submission of 4 conference papers and 1 journal paper.
These early accomplishments represent a solid foundation to expand our
research throughout the remaining years of the project.

read more

Detecting deepfakes in multimedia content
Authors: Roberto Caldelli (MICC - University of Florence); Fabrizio Falchi
(National Council Research - CNR); Adrian Popescu (French Alternative
Energies and Atomic Energy Commission)
When created by malevolent entities, deepfakes pollute the online space and
have deleterious effects in users’ real lives, especially when aimed to interfere
with debates related to polarizing situations. Deep learning has enabled the
generation of credible deepfakes for different types of multimedia content, such
as texts, videos and images. AI4Media proposes tools for efficient deepfake
detection, regardless of the nature of forged documents. Promising results were
already obtained for texts and videos.
Fake texts are difficult to distinguish from human-generated texts for short
sequences. An efficient method was designed for the detection of fake tweets
generated by specific accounts by learning adapted deep language models
based per account. Deepfake videos are hard to detect when models are not
specifically trained for a specific type of forgery. An algorithm which leverages
the optical flow in videos was introduced and it successfully generalizes the
detection capabilities to unlearnt forgeries.

read more

AI4Media’s integration with the European
AI-on-demand platform
Authors: Andreas Steenpaß, (FRAUNHOFER IAIS)
The European AI-on-demand platform is a one-stop-shop for anyone looking for
AI knowledge, technology, tools, services and experts. The aim of this platform,
which has been initiated by the AI4EU project, is to bring together the AI
community while promoting European values, and to facilitate technology
transfer from research to industry.
As a follow-up project of AI4EU, AI4Media is collaborating closely with the AI4EU
platform by integrating the project’s outputs such as modules, services and
algorithms into it as well as by organizing web cafés for community building. Due
to these activities, AI4Media is one of the pillars for ensuring the sustainability of
the AI-on-demand platform over the years to come.

read more

International AI Doctoral Academy (AIDA)
Author: Prof. Pitas Ioannis, (Aristotle University of Thessaloniki - AUTH)
The four ICT-48 networks (AI4Media, ELISE, HumanE-AI NET, TAILOR) and the
VISION project joined forces and, under the joint initiative of AI4Media and
VISION, founded a new joint instrument to support a world-level AI education and
research programme.
The International AI Doctoral Academy (AIDA) has been created for offering
access to knowledge and expertise and attracting PhD talents in Europe. AIDA
was very successfully launched on 3/11/2021. It has now 67 top AI Members (a
very good mix of 50 excellent European Universities and 17 Research Institutes
and Companies). AIDA is the first academy of its kind in Europe and
internationally.

read more

visit AIDA

AI4Media’s research publications
Are you an AI researcher working on AI solutions and applications for the Media
sector? Then, keep reading. AI4Media’s work in this domain is publicly available
and it may be relevant for your research.
In this first year of the project, AI4Media has submitted more than 70 scientific
papers in prestigious Conferences and Journals having more than 60 papers
already published. Most of them are open access and are available in ZENODO
open repository and AI4Media’s website.
Among the latest scientific publications, we highlight:

Unveiling Real-Life Effects of Online Photo Sharing

Face Verification with Challenging Imposters and Diversified
Demographics
Detecting speaking persons in video

Partially Fake it till you Make It: Mixing Real and Fake Thermal
Images for Improved Object Detection

Check out these and other scientific publications in the AI4Media website.

discover more

Check out AI4Media’s Open Datasets
The research activities of the first year of the AI4media project have led to the
creation of 4 new AI datasets that we are excited to share with the rest of the AI
community! The datasets cover a variety of topics, focusing on different aspects
of AI research:

A face verification dataset focused on demographic diversity &
difficult imposters;
A dataset for the evaluation of user awareness about the effects
of photo sharing in real-life scenarios;
A benchmark dataset for predicting media memorability of
videos;
And, a benchmark dataset for predicting media interestingness
in images and videos.

discover more

A competitive first open call to bring
innovation to the AI4Media ecosystem
Author: Samuel Almeida (F6S)
The first AI4Media open call has been running from 1 September 2021 to 1
December 2021 (17h00 CET). The open call has received more than 68
proposals that target one of the defined challenges of our Research or
Application tracks. Over the open call period, we had the opportunity to
organise two webinars, one on 30 September and another on 10 November,
2021 which provided attendees with information on the open call and guidelines
for participation.
The submitted proposals will now be evaluated in a three-step process, including
an initial eligibility check, a remote evaluation by independent experts, and a
final interview with the top proposals. A total of 10 proposals will be selected,
which will provide a valuable contribution to the AI4Media ecosystem.
Each proposal will receive funding of up to 50K euros.
If you’re interested in the programme but couldn’t participate in this first open
call, keep in mind that we’ll launch a second open call in 2022.

Become an Associate Member of AI4Media
AI4Media is building an AI network of organisations from academia and
industry with the aim to embrace a vibrant ecosystem focused on AI for media
and society, enable a quick market uptake of technologies, and promote
research/business collaboration opportunities.
36 European organisations have already joined our network and have become
AI4Media associate members. Seize the opportunity and apply now to become
one of them and enjoy important benefits, including:

•

Collaboration opportunities with AI4Media consortium members;

•

Access to AI4Media AI resources and know-how as well as to funds for AI
research and applications through our open calls;

•

Receiving first information about project activities (events, outcomes,
open calls, presentations, etc.)

•

Testing early versions of technical demonstrators, systems and
applications developed by the project;

•

Gaining visibility by publicizing your activities through AI4Media channels
like our social media accounts, newsletter, and mailing lists;

•

Participating in visits and staff exchanges between AI4Media partners
and associate members, with the expenses covered by the AI4Media
mobility fund;

•

Participating in the AI Doctoral Academy by offering courses and enjoying
benefits such as free access to courses offered by other AIDA members.

Submit your application

read more

Upcoming events

Get your agenda ready for the next events where AI4Media will present its work
and progress.

25-27 April 2022 / Dortmund

Annual spring conference of
the association for media
information and media
documentation

know more

5-8 September 2022 / Bologna

ImageCLEF2022 benchmark
on visual information
retrieval

know more

In case you´ve missed it

You may have missed it but we’ll bring it back to you. Check out
AI4Media’s past events.

AI4Media Workshop on the
European AI-on-Demand Platform
11 November 2021 . Online
KNOW MORE

2nd Webinar on AI4Media’s Open
Call #1
10 November 2021 . Online
KNOW MORE

AI Mellontology e-Symposium
15 September 2021 . Online
KNOW MORE

AI4Media Workshop on European AI
Vision & Policy
14 September 2021 . Online
KNOW MORE

AI4Media Workshop on Content
centered-AI
1 September 2021 . Online
KNOW MORE

AI4Media at Blackhat USA 2021
The Devil is in the GAN – Defending
Deep Generative Models Against
Adversarial Attacks
5 August 2021 . Online
KNOW MORE

AI4Media workshop on “Humanand Society-centred AI”
25 June 2021 . Online
KNOW MORE

Follow us

@ai4mediaproject

info@ai4media.eu

www.ai4media.eu

